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Abstract. The focal spot of an X-ray tube, combined with detector modulation 
transfer function, are the main contributors of image blurriness. Blurriness or 
unsharpness makes it difficult, or even impossible, to correctly segment material and 
background. Components with micro-features, due to excessive blurriness, might end 
up blending in with their surroundings, making their assessment difficult. This paper 
presents the results of a focal spot characterization, in terms of its size, shape, and 
intensity distribution, of an industrial X-ray CT scanner. A Siemens star pattern was 
used for focal spot size and shape assessment throughout a series of one-hour long 
scans. Validation of the proposed methodology was carried out through simulation. 
Initial results demonstrated focal spot stability throughout a scan, as well as the 
dependency of size and shape on the exposure settings (i.e. power). A study on the 
target material influence on both focal spot shape and size is also presented. 
Moreover, the influence of focal spot distortions on the measurement volume is 
investigated through simulation of real focal spot shapes. This case study illustrates 
how the focal spot might influence dimensional measurements with an X-ray CT 
system.  

1. Introduction 

X-ray Computer Tomography (XCT) has become a powerful inspection technique since its 
first introduction as a quality control tool in 2005 [1]. For the identification of small features 
such as pores and cracks, high measurement resolution is of the utmost importance. The two 
main factors limiting measurement resolution in XCT are: the focal spot and the detector 
modulation transfer function (MTF). International standards, such as the EN 12543-5 and 
ASTM E1165, describe methods to assess focal spot size [2][3]. These methods, however, 
do not fully characterize the focal spot and its influence on the measurement result. 

In this research, a newly developed methodology to assess focal spot shape, size, and 
intensity distribution is presented. The method works by imaging a Siemens Star Pattern 
(SSP) attached to the X-ray tube, and looking at the edge profile transition between lines. 
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The circular profile provides enough information to recover and reconstruct the focal spot 
used to image thereof. 

2. Method 

The proposed methodology uses a sinogram, in combination with the core of the Filtered 
Back-Projection (FBP) algorithm, to reconstruct a focal spot. The sinogram is acquired by 
looking at the edge spread function (ESF) of a commercially available SSP containing 120 
stripes [4]. A CAD model with identical features of the physical object was developed, and 
the aRTist [5] simulation software from the Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und –
prüfung (BAM), was used for the validation of the algorithms. 

2.1. Center point determination 

A squared focal spot having dimensions of (10 x 10) µm in size and a uniform 
intensity distribution was simulated. The developed method works by collecting the ESF 
along a radial path. All points should be equidistantly acquired in relation to the center of the 
object. Fig. 1 illustrates the SSP used and the imaging technique employed to filter the circle 
and identify the center of the test object. A canny edge segmentation, with subpixel 
interpolation, is used to highlight the edges of the object. Subsequently, two orthogonal 
vectors, u and v, are hovered in each of the quadrants of the image to filter out data points 
that do not belong to the edges of the circle. Once all edges have been identified, an ellipse 
is fitted and its center point coordinates extracted [6]. The current methodology achieves 
center point identification errors smaller than 0,5 pixels on simulated data for both directions 
(u and v). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Siemens Star Pattern used for the focal spot reconstruction and data filtering for correct center point 

identification. 

2.2. Focal spot reconstruction 

With the center point coordinates identified, a radial path is created and data is 
collected along it (blue and red circles in Fig. 2 A). A linear interpolation is used to compute 
measurement points between pixels that do not belong to either the same rows or columns. 
A magnification of 97 is used as this value is equivalent to what can be achieved with the 
industrial XCT scanner used to collect experimental data further in this paper. 

Fig. 2 B illustrates the reconstruction of the simulated squared focal spot for the red 
radial path in Fig. 2 A. The presence of stripes in the reconstructed image can however be 
noticed. Those stripes emerge due to the fact that the SSP provides limited data, in intervals 
of 1,5 degrees, as it contains only 120 stripes. In order to overcome this issue, and have a 
higher fidelity reconstruction, all radial information from the blue to the red circles in 
Fig. 2 A are used. In the experiments conducted, approximately 350 radial paths were 
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utilised. The outcome of this endeavour is shown in Fig. 2 C, with a squared focal spot 
presenting a uniform intensity distribution. The streak artifacts are no longer present. 
 

 
Fig. 2. A) Radial paths for the collection of data for the focal spot reconstruction. B) Focal spot reconstructed 
based on one radius path (red circle in A). C) Focal spot reconstructed with all radius paths (from the blue to 

red circle in A). 

2.3. Methodology verification 

To verify whether the developed methodology would work for focal spots with 
unknown sizes and shapes, an oddly shaped focal was created (Fig. 3 A) for the simulation 
of an SSP X-ray image. The focal spot of the simulated SSP was thereafter reconstructed 
(Fig. 3 B) and compared to the original (Fig. 3 A). Fig. 3 C shows the local difference between 
both reconstructions. A slight difference in intensity, about 6,8%, is observed in the center 
of the image. The fact that the reconstruction managed to capture the designed focal spot, in 
terms of its size and shape, gives confidence that the employed methodology for focal spot 
reconstruction works in adverse conditions. 

 

 
Fig. 3. A) Designed focal spot. B) Reconstructed focal spot based on an aRTist simulation of the designed 

focal spot in A). C) Difference between the designed focal spot and the reconstructed one. 

2.4. Focal spot edge and size determination 

The intensities change gradually across a focal spot and its edge is not crisp. 
Therefore, a threshold value has to be defined in order to define a focal spot size. For that, a 
focal spot with Gaussian intensity distribution [7][8][9][10] having 10 µm in diameter was 
simulated on aRTist, and a minimization method used to identify what threshold value 
yielded the simulated size. The minimization procedure was carried out by selecting a 
horizontal and vertical line crossing the center of the reconstructed focal spot, as shown in 
Fig. 4. The outcome of this minimization corresponds to the threshold value of 45,928% used 
to estimate focal spot size in the experimental section of this paper. 
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Fig. 4. Identification of threshold value for focal spot size estimation based on a circular focal spot with a 

Gaussian distribution. Threshold value defined at 45,928%. 

3. Results 

A set of experiments were carried out in order to understand how the focal spot 
behaves throughout a CT scan. For that, measurements of one-hour long were taken with the 
SSP attached to the X-ray gun, Fig. 5. Each of the radiographs is individually processed, 
resulting in a stack of reconstructed images of the focal spot. Each of the experiments 
acquired a total of 3600 projections. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Siemens Star Pattern placement at the X-ray gun window. 

For a better visual understanding of how the focal spot shape varied during the one-
hour long experiments, a dedicated color mapping has been designed. First, all focal spot 
images are computed and the focal spot edge is determined as described in Section 2.4. 
Subsequently the focal shape is approximated with an ellipse, the average between major and 
minor axis is defined as the spot size, and a conversion between pixels and micrometers is 
realized. 

The first focal spot image is used as a reference point, and the maximum absolute 
difference is identified. In the example of Fig. 6, the maximum absolute difference is 
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observed to be 0,5 µm. That value is then doubled originating a full color range, from red to 
blue, between 4,0 µm and 3,0 µm. This color mapping allows for a local observation of how 
the focal spot size and shape varied along the one-hour long scans. For creating the graphs 
displayed in the next sections, after segmenting the focal spot images, the edges of the focal 
spot are extracted, a color is assigned given its diameter and the focal spot contour is plotted 
in a Cartesian map. Afterwards, the subsequent focal spots are processed, following the same 
methodology, and plotted along the z-axis. This gives all graphs a three-dimensional form 
where the z-axis represents time (projections). 
 

 
Fig. 6. Implementation of a dedicated color mapping. X-axis representing the individual reconstructed focal 

spots and, y-axis the corresponding radius in µm. 

3.1. Focal spot behaviour during an XCT scan 

The Nikon XT-H 225 ST is equipped with a target that can be manually rotated. This rotation 
allows for selecting different target materials for different X-ray spectra. The system is 
equipped with four materials: tungsten, copper, molybdenum and silver. Each of these targets 
is used for a specific type of application, e.g. tungsten for measuring metals and molybdenum 
plastic components. The target component is hollow, allowing cooling liquid to go through 
the target preventing the component from melting. Excessive use of high measurement power 
at the same target location can however induce pitting at the surface of the component.  
Fig. 7 depicts a used target, with the red dashed ellipse indicating several small craters created 
along the years due to overexposure due to excessive measurement power. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Example of a target component of a Nikon XT-H 225 ST with several small craters (red ellipse) 

 
This section therefore describes how target positioning can influence focal spot shape 

and size. Fig. 8 shows the results of four measurements where the target material was slightly 
rotated in between each one of them. X-ray tube voltage for these experiments was set at 
80 kV and amperage at 80 µA. Color mapping followed the schematic described above. The 
maximum and minimum focal spot size diameter for all four scans were used to create the 
color range. 
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It can be noticed in Figs. 8 and 9 that the focal spot shape has been largely influenced 
by the target component. Interestingly, the second experiment seems to contain a second, less 
bright spot, which is not present in the graph as it is filtered out during the thresholding phase 
defining focal spot size. Experiment 4 presents a constant flat side that could have been 
caused due to the electron beam hitting the target material exactly where pitting is located. 
Experiments 1 and 3 seem to not have been affected by the target material, indicating that 
the location where they were being generated did not contain anomalies, such as pitting. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Influence of the target material on the focal spot shape and size. Experiments 1 and 2. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Influence of the target material on the focal spot shape and size. Experiments 3 and 4. 
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In Fig. 10 several other occurrences of real focal spots, measured on used targets, are 

presented. Focal spot shapes are far from circular, imposing a new challenge in terms of 
defining size. In this research, after segmentation, the edges of the focal spot are extracted 
and an ellipse is fitted to the data. The major and minor axes were then used for an estimation 
of the observed focal spot size. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Focal spot shape and size of a Nikon XT-H 225 ST system for a variety of scanning strategies. 

3.2. Focal spot influence on a reconstructed volume 

To understand how different focal spot shapes would influence the 3D volume, a single 
sphere was used as the object of study. The reason for choosing a sphere was twofold. Firstly, 
it allowed for an easy identification of local deviations induced by the focal spot shape, and 
secondly, it reduces simulation time. Single projection simulation, with realistic focal spot, 
takes on average 15 minutes in aRTist. Using a sphere as the measurand, investigation time 
was reduced, from an average of 37 days, to a few hours as only one projection needs to be 
simulated. To complete the dataset, and therefore allowing a volumetric reconstruction, the 
single projection was replicated 3600 times. 

The influence of 3 focal spot shapes (Fig. 11), of approximately 25 µm in diameter, 
on the volumetric model were evaluated. A Gaussian shape spot was used as a reference as 
this shape can be ideally expected from a well-controlled focal spot at the target material. 
Other two shapes, namely U- and O-Shape are used for comparison. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Focal spot shapes used in aRTist for the evaluation thereof on the volumetric model. 
 
A first analysis was carried out by comparing the simulated projections, with real 

focal spots, to point source simulations. It can be noticed from Fig. 12 A, that a Gaussian 
distributed spot results in an uniform transition between sphere and background along the 
entire measurand edge. On the other hand, oddly shaped spots change that behaviour. The 
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edge transition becomes dependent on how the focal spot shape is defined, indicating a 
sharper or blurrier edge which is locally affected. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Edge comparison in the projection level between real focal spots and point source. 

 
All three volumes were simulated at a magnification of 104 and resolution of 1,9 µm. 

These were ideal simulations with a monochromatic X-ray spectrum and no noise induced. 
Reconstruction happened with Nikon’s proprietary software CT Pro 3D and subsequent data 
analysis with Volume Graphics. All volumes were compared to their STL model used in the 
simulation phase. Fig. 13 illustrate the obtained results. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Focal spot shape influence on the volumetric volume. Focal spot size estimated to be of 25 µm. 

 
As can be seen in Fig. 13, every focal spot influences the volume differently. The 

Gaussian reference slightly deviates at top and bottom whereas its equator is in good 
agreement with the STL model. On the other hand, U- and O-Shape spots have their poles 
much more influenced by the abnormal focal spot shape. Although focal spot shape 
influences sphericity, its overall influence is limited. Having a maximum deviation that 
corresponds to the measurement resolution of 1,9 µm for a focal spot diameter of 25 µm. For 
smaller focal spots, shape influence is insignificant. Fig. 14 shows the results of both U- and 
O-Shape spots, for a size estimated to be of 10 µm in diameter, simulated at the same 
resolution of the experiments presented in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 14. Focal spot shape influence on the volumetric volume. Focal spot size estimated to be of 10 µm. 

 
Another important aspect regards voxel size. Focal spot shape seems to only influence 

the dataset at very high measurement resolution. In the experiments of Figs. 13 and 14, 
measurement resolution was set to 1,9 µm, which in practice is unrealistic as the 
magnification is set to a factor of 104. For X-ray system working with a cone-beam geometry, 
a trade-off between sample size and measurement resolution is present. Large sample sizes 
demand a low magnification (generally smaller than 5), whereas smaller sample sizes can 
reach a magnification factor of up to 25. Another difference between both approaches usually 
lies in the measurement power. Large samples (low magnification) frequently need high X-
ray tube power (larger focal spots) due to larger penetration lengths. The opposite is also true 
for small samples at high magnifications, where measurement power is limited (small focal 
spots) due to the short measurement lengths. In Fig. 15 the U-shape spot was used for both 
simulations and the focal spot is again about 25 µm in size (high X-ray tube power). As 
illustrated, the focal spot shape influence diminishes as magnification becomes lower, to a 
point where it can be completely neglected.  

 

 
Fig. 15. Influence of U-Shape spot of estimated size of 25 µm at magnification factors of 24 and 10. 

4. Conclusion 

As demonstrated in this research, a Siemens Star Pattern can be used for a focal spot image 
reconstruction. Its edge information is used to create a sinogram, and through back projection 
an image representing both focal spot shape and size can be recovered. 

The proposed methodology was used to investigate how the target material of an X-
ray source influences both focal spot shape and size. It has been shown that pitting at the 
target material greatly influence thereof. Moreover, it has also been shown that for low 
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measurement power, both features are stable throughout one-hour long scans replicating real 
measurement conditions. 

Focal spot shape has shown to introduce measurement error when a high 
measurement resolution is being used. Its contribution in a real dataset could be nevertheless 
negligible compared to other influence factors, such as beam hardening and noise. 

A rather important question to be answered falls within the definition of size, as focal 
spot size is one of the factors defining maximum detectability in XCT. 
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